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ABSTRACT

Biosensing technologies are increasingly available as offthe-shelf products, yet for many designers, artists and nonengineers, these technologies remain difficult to design with.
Through a soma design stance, we devised a novel approach
for exploring qualities in biodata. Our explorative process
culminated in the design of three artifacts, coupling biosignals
to tangible actuation formats. By making abstract biodata
perceivable as sound, in tangible form or directly on the skin,
it became possible to link qualities of the measurements to our
own somatics – our felt experience of our bodily bioprocesses
– as they dynamically unfold, spurring somatically-grounded
design discoveries of novel possible interactions. We show
that making biodata attainable for a felt experience – or as we
frame it: turning biodata into somadata – enables not only
first-person encounters, but also supports collaborative design
processes as the somadata can be shared and experienced dynamically, right at the moment when we explore design ideas.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, biosignals found many applications in
healthcare and HCI [38]. They allowed for applications that
support self-awareness by displaying properties of our bodies
as they unfold in real-time, or applications that are able to track
one’s mood over certain periods of time [16], or even to assess
one’s health status [2]. On the other hand, design researchers
and artists bring creative potential to the field, driving further
development of biosensing technologies to fit outside the narrow settings they were originally designed for [54, 20, 21]. But
how can one engage creatively with biosensing technologies
in a design process, and how to approach biodata as a design
material to work with? In an attempt to find a path to better
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align with the designerly processes employed outside purely
medical or technology-driven explorations with biosensing
technologies and biodata, we decided to engage with a design
methodology named soma design [18]. Soma design puts a
first-person, aesthetic and sensuous experience and expertise
in the front seat during the design process [19]. Through
engaging with and deepening one’s capacity to discern sensuous somatic experiences, one can “examine and improve
on connections between sensation, feeling, emotion, subjective understanding and values”[23]. Soma design is a path
to imagine – through your senses, movements and material
encounters – what could be. A soma design process thrives off
the “aesthetic potential of the sociodigital materials and the
creative process of shaping these into dynamic gestalts and
orchestrated experiences’([18], p.127). We saw a potential
in soma design to explore biodata and make it available as a
sociodigital material and that motivated the work presented
here.
In a series of soma design workshops that spanned over a
period of eight months, we progressively refined the ways
by which we introduced biosensing technologies to other designers. Through this process we aimed at understanding
how to best explore interesting qualities in biodata, as well as
foreground limitations of biosensors in order to spur designerly imaginations aligned with their potential. But how could
we best turn the abstract streams of biodata obtained from
a biosensor into a felt experience? We found that coupling
biodata to sensuous actuation enabled first-person, felt encounters with biosensors while supporting collaborative meaningmaking processes around experiencing and designing with
biodata. Here we present the design of artifacts, representing
couplings of different modalities and sensing mechanisms: 1)
electromyography (EMG) and sonic generation, 2) electrodermal activity (EDA) and temperature and 3) acceleration data
(ACC) and soundscape modulation. We demonstrate their potential by recounting discoveries that occurred at the encounter
between each coupling and participants in design workshops.
By exposing workshop participants to these couplings, we
can open the design space in a manner that supports material,
felt, first-person experiences of what biodata is, and the role
it might take in a design. They also supported shared experiences and meaning-making processes in the design team and
they showed us a path towards crafting interactive somaesthetic experiences with technologies that take into account our
fleshy and moving somas.
While reflecting on our process, we started thinking more
deeply about data and what it represents. When it pertains to

our own bodies, biodata can show us fragments of complex
processes, like when heart rate speeds up because we are
afraid, or because we are in love. Making biodata available
as a sociodigital material means taking into account how our
bodies and minds together – our somas – make sense of the
world. This is why refer to the materialisation of biodata to
make it tangible and felt in the design process as: turning data
into somadata. We end by discussing potentials and limitations
of our process, and how these highlight paths for future work
around designing with biodata in interaction design.
BACKGROUND

At a fundamental level, biosignals are time representations of
changes in energy produced in the body [42]. These changes
correspond to energy variations of different origin such as
in electrical, chemical, mechanical and thermal processes.
While affordable costs motivated the proliferation of biodatabased applications in everyday life, designers aiming to design
with biodata are faced with a complex ‘material’ comprised of
different potential modalities; different sensors and algorithms;
and how any combination needs to be adapted to the specific
use context. Below we go into some of the issues that designers
have to consider when designing with biodata.
Exploring modalities

A fundamental issue when designing with biosensing comes
to choosing appropriate types of biodata to work with. For
example, a designer wishing to measure arousal might choose
to look into skin conductance or heart rate, blood pressure
or movement [36] as possible ways of approximating how
aroused users are. But different modalities will capture different aspects of the experience being measured, and consequently will open up different design directions and pose
different constraints.
Exploring sensing mechanisms

Once a modality is chosen it can in turn be captured by different sensing mechanisms. For example, movement can be
captured by wearable sensors or by a camera, among many
other possibilities. Moreover, sensors come at many different
fidelity levels. Some sensors might easily break or they might
be hard to attach to the body or to clothing. For example, in
the work by Fdili Alaoui [12], sensors are used as part of a
dance performance and, as she explains, some sensors were
not made for the extreme movement and profuse sweating
dancing entails. That is, as a designer, one needs to understand exactly what use scenario a sensor is made for. Fdili’s
position is that this “technology resistance” should not be seen
as a problem, but as a path to spur artistic creativity. Still,
her initial assumption on what biosensing could potentially
contribute to the dance performance was not met – an insight
that did not, and indeed could not, arrive solely from reading
the technical specification of the sensor.
Exploring sensor placements

Sensors have to be attached to the right place on the body
in order to capture the intended biosignals. For example,
Tsiamyrtzis et. al [52] analyzed different body locations, including wrist, finger, palm and sole for Electrodermal Activity
(EDA) sensing, and found some locations to be very good in

terms of signal quality while in other locations the acquisition
of EDA data were quite challenging. As pointed out in by
Can and colleagues [8], gathering biosensing data outside the
laboratory setting is notoriously difficult as body movements
might interfere with the signal we wish to measure.

Processing biodata

Even when designers pick the right sensor for gathering specific biodata and place it correctly on the body, the signal itself
needs to be processed in order to pick out the right features
of relevance to the application at hand. Our bodily processes
are not always aligned, meaning they are not always telling
one singular story about what is happening. And in fact, there
is not even a single story that can account for all the different
processes taking place in and around our bodies at the same
time [31]. For example, a facial expression might express happiness according to some facial recognition algorithm, at the
same time as the hormonal levels in the bloodstream or sweat
on the skin might indicate stress or fear. Any application built
on one or several biosignals must therefore carefully account
for the complexities of our somas, even allowing for ambiguous meaning-making to open the space for interpretation, as
otherwise, it will be reductionist account of what is going on.

Sensemaking

Finally, one must also consider how biodata or events derived
from biosensors come to be integrated in the everyday lives
of those we design for. First, users often ascribe too much
precision and authority to biodata-based systems [20]. Sometimes even to the point where they trust the system more than
their own experiences. This put high demands on designers to
properly convey the limitations of what the system ’knows’.
Second, users may have preconceived ideas that colour their
meaning-making processes. In a study lasting for a month
Sanches and colleagues [35] observed that different user
groups came up with entirely different interpretations of an
EDA-enabled (Electrodermal Activity), real-time, monitoring system. Participants involved in sports assumed that they
would be able to see recovery patterns through their biodata,
while people suffering from stress issues looked for indicators
of stress or emotion patterns. Others considered the system
mainly as a life-logging system. Depending on their preconceived assumptions of what they would be able to see in the
data, they did not even see data that spoke against their preconceptions.
Finally, users also actively combine different systems and
appropriate them for their own settings [7]. Rooksby and
colleagues [34], studied how people use various tracking devices as part of their everyday life, and concluded that we
cannot expect “people to act as rational data scientists”. Users
track their data on and off, they switch between devices, and
they engage with their data more in periods when they have a
clear need to do so. Williams [59] sees these meaning-making
processes required by end-users as expressing an “anxious
alliance” between our everyday lived experiences, and the data
that these systems provide.

Turning Biodata into a Design Material

There are of course different paradigms for how to design
systems that rely on biodata. For example, a biomedical engineering paradigm [43] aiming at making advanced healthcare
systems that diagnose or monitor diseases has other requirements than a designerly, explorative paradigm. In contrast to
such engineering paradigms, designers start from ill-defined
problems and use sketching and material explorations in order
to arrive at different solutions [9].
In HCI there is a recent turn to exploring biodata as a “material” that can be made available to designers. Data, algorithms,
wireless connectivity and other “immaterial materials” [45]
are seen as materials with their own affordances and properties
that one can design with [57, 13, 33, 41, 56]. By considering
data as a material and translating its “immaterial” properties
into tangible form it can be made accessible in, for example,
the ideation stages of a design process (e.g. [10, 11]). Touching, feeling and interacting with the material affordances is
important for grounding design work in what is possible, but
also for spurring novel ideas arising from the technology itself.
But as argued by Umair and colleagues [54], exploring sensor data as a material and translating such data in a material
form by coupling sensing to actuation has only been partially
explored and more work is needed.
THEORETICAL BACKDROP: SOMA DESIGN

To properly understand how to turn biosensing data into a
form that can be felt, we turned to Soma Design. In a soma
design paradigm, it is argued that the experiences of designers’
first-person experiences, their lived bodies, is where design
work originates. Let us briefly introduce some of the core
concepts and practices underpinning soma design, as these
directed our research method.
First-person Perspective

First-person is a concept from Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of perception [29]. Merleau-Ponty makes a distinction
between the first-person perspective on the body, the lived
body, the body through which we live our lives and experience
the world, and the third-person perspective of seeing the body
as an object in the world [19, 47, 48]. In addition to the first
person and the third person perspectives on the body, there is
also the interpersonal second person perspective. It involves
emphatically experiencing the body of another. The second
person engagement can be seen as a process of perceiving
and engaging in an intercorporeal sense [61, 29], that is knowing someone else’s experience by mirroring their expressions
through your own. As pointed out by Svaneaes [48], this will
always be difficult as you cannot fully know the experience
of someone else. But we might also argue that knowing your
own experience is also a process: you have to turn inwards,
observe and interpret [28].
In design work, using your own subjective stance as a resource
to ground design decisions is a recognised method [30, 27],
even if still seen as quite controversial as it does not guarantee
that the design will be of use to anyone else. This subjective
stance leverages designers’ emotions [39, 40] and personal
experiences [62]. Overall, a first-person design stance breaks

with the user-centered processes advocated in HCI. And of
course, while we argue that the felt experience is key to designing with biosensing data, it does not liberate us from engaging
with the needs of our targeted user group at various points in
the design process.
Soma-centered Practices

To arrive at a position where we, as designers, can engage
in lived experiences of biodata and use those to shape novel
designs, we first have to train our aesthetic sensitivities. By
repeatedly engaging with different body practices or touching,
feeling, and probing the qualities of different digital materials
or applications, we can develop the ability to differentiate
between small nuances in the somatic responses to different
interactions [18]. This resembles artistic practices in which
artists always start by learning about their materials before
they can mould them into artistic expressions.
There is a set of underlying tactics (employed in many bodily
practices) helping us discern what is going on in a dynamically
unfolding experience and attend to its structure and all the
details involved. One is to make the habitual “strange” in
order to make it clearer to us [58, 26]. Imagine, for example,
unlocking your door with your other, non-habitual, hand and
how that allows you to really deconstruct what is going on:
entering the key into the lock, turning the key, opening the door
and pulling out the key. Deconstructing movements like this
underpins design methods, where materials and interactions
are done in unusual manners in order to explore what could be
[18]. Novel design ideas arise from doing habitual movements
or experiencing design materials in the non-habitual, strange,
way.
A second path to somaesthetic design awareness is to focus
more intently on one of your senses or one body part in order to attend properly to what is happening. In particular, it
might be important to experience, e.g. technological materials
blindfolded, as the visual sense is a dominant sense in humans.
A third path to somaesthetic design proficiency, is to guide
your awareness to different parts of an experience by subdividing and structuring the senses, different parts of the body, and
movements involved. Such a method was used in by Lee and
colleagues [25] in interaction design contexts, for bringing
attention to the soma.
As our somaesthetic expertise increases, it is also sometimes
beneficial to be able to put words to what we experience. A
richer language allows us to share and point to specific experiences that we may later want to pick up on in our design processes. This language does not necessarily have to be verbal.
Inspired by the work by Khut [23], we used body sheets to document our experiences. By filling in a body sheet before and after experiencing a bodily exercise or touching/feeling/probing
a technological material, we could compare what effects these
have on us (see Figure 1 as an example).
These body sheets let us share our experiences with oneanother in the design team, as well as with any end-users
we invite into our design explorations. Structured tactics like
these bring rigour to a practice that might otherwise seem quite
mysterious and ineffable [6].

body scan activities, as well as a more design-oriented activities such as Magic Machines exercise [3] and an Aesthetic
Laboration (A-lab) workshop facilitated by Akner-Koler [1].
The latter was particularly important for how we developed
the concepts in this paper.
An A-lab is a structured method for interacting with physical
and technical materials with the aim of increasing one’s aesthetic sensitivity, and the ability to feel and articulate different
bodily sensations and properties of materials. It might be the
softness of fur, coldness of metal, or the buzzing of a vibration
motor. The participants were divided into groups of three,
and following Akner-Koler’s structured method [1] , explored,
shared, documented, and presented to others their differing,
but also similar, first-person experiences.
Figure 1. Example of a body sheet filled before and after a bodily exercise to help participants reflect on their first-person experiences

RESEARCH PROCESS AND DESIGN STAGES

The findings reported in this paper are a result of 4 distinct
research collaborations, over the course of 8 months, involving
4 host institutions in different countries. Each collaboration
involved different sets of participants and particular aims and
outcomes, but all shared the overarching soma design methodology. Our explorations were driven by the idea that designing
slowly, disrupting the habitual and engaging with designers’
feelings and passions would render novel design ideas for
biosensing-mediated interactions. However, we did not know
beforehand which activities would best facilitate the meeting
between designer and biosensing material – and we explored
several different paths before coming to one that rendered the
most success. Each collaboration included creative design
workshops, prototyping sessions before and after each workshop, as well as research explorations in our lab. After each
workshop we reflected on and progressively refined the ways
by which we introduced and explored biosensing technologies
to other designers, culminating in what we frame as somadata.
The authors of this paper participated in and sometimes ran
the workshops that we present in all the stages described in
the following sections.
Let us provide a brief account of each of these stages to show
how the ideas on how to introduce biosensing into creative
workshops grew from one stage to the next.
Stage 1: Engaging in First-Person Actuation

In the first stage of our research process, a design workshop
prompted our whole focus on first-person perspectives to articulate felt bodily sensations. This workshop was part of a
five-day training event for PhD students designing for affective well-being [Anonymous]. There were 22 participants in
total, including 14 PhD students from different disciplinary
backgrounds such as interaction design, computer science,
psychology, engineering, and industrial design. Some authors
were organisers of this event. The aim of this event was to
learn about soma design as a methodology. Inspired by Tsaknaki and colleagues [51], we ran several sensitising activities,
including Contact Improvisation, Feldenkrais exercises, and

The A-lab was focused on actuation, but it spurred the idea
that it should be possible to explore biosensing in a similar
way, foregrounding first-person experiences, sharing and articulation of such experiences, and a focus on the somatic
experiences.
Stage 2: From Actuation to Biosensing

Influenced by the A-lab from the first stage, we developed
a similar structured method for exploring aesthetic properties of biosensors and biodata in groups. We ran two design
exploration sessions at our university, in the form of short,
structured workshops. Each session, lasting approximately
three hours, was ran by the 1st author, and attended by eight
participants: four graduate students and four researchers with
backgrounds in interaction design and engineering. All participants were familiar with the soma design method and/or had
been involved in Stage 1.
In both sessions, participants worked in pairs, and each pair
was given a laptop and several biosensors to explore: Electrocardiography (ECG), Electromyography (EMG), Breathing,
Accelerometer (ACC), or Electrodermal Activity (EDA). We
used the BITalino [5] biosensing platform, which comes with a
software for real-time signal acquisitions, visualised real-time
on the laptop screen. Following a soma design method, at the
beginning of each session participants engaged in a body scan
in order to focus on and articulate sensations in their bodies,
before embarking on the biosensing explorations. One person
was facilitating the placement of a biosensor on the experiencer’s body, while both were looking at the screen, where
real-time visualisations of biodata were depicted as a graph.
Participants were encouraged to verbalise and share thoughts
and understandings with one another.
Here we provide a short description of how two participants
explored the EMG sensor. Participant A placed the sensor
on participant’s B cheek. Both then turned to the visualised
biodata on the screen, following how B performed different –
slow or fast – movements with his mouth. Participant A adjusted the placement of the biosensor on the face of participant
B, to better capture the movements of the muscles. While
looking at the graph, participant A said: “the signal seems
unstable. Can you try to repeat exactly the same movement, to
see whether there is s repetition in the depicted signal?”. B
responded: “Before, when the electrodes were placed closer to

my ear, the signal seemed more robust- But still, if I move my
lips very little, there is this strange peak on the graph that I do
not know where it is coming from. Do you see it?” – pointing
to the screen for B to see the peak.
Similar to an A-lab, our aim was to highlight rich properties
and deeper aesthetic appreciation for how different ways of
moving could be seen in different types of biodata. In that
way the properties of a biosensor would be exposed, and at the
same time the intersubjective articulation and meaning-making
of biosensing representations, happening between two people,
would contribute to a deeper understanding of a biosensor’s
properties in relation to specific placements of the sensor on
the body. However, while the participants found the visualisations helpful for getting a basic understanding of how a sensor
works and which data it senses, they voiced concerns about
the visual representation of the biodata itself. They felt that
it hindered their understanding of the sensor’s properties in
relation to what they were experiencing in their somas. The
visual representations became, in a sense, a tool that distanced
them from their first-person experiences. The visualisations
were perceived as putting an obstacle between themselves and
their own experience, or as a participant verbalised it hindering
“becoming one with the signals our body communicates”. This
stage unravelled a need to engage with our whole somas – not
an abstract representation that would isolate one artifact of the
signal away from the body.

Stage 3: Designing for Balance

In the third stage we introduced biosensing into a creative
workshop aiming to explore designing for “balance”– both
how to keep balance, but also how to disrupt and introduce
balancing challenges. Similar to the work done in the first
stage, participants engaged in sensitising bodily activities aiming at reflecting how we balance ourselves when e.g. walking
on a balancing rod or dance with a prosthesis. The workshop
was organised by our research group in collaboration with
[Anonymous University] in [Anonymous city] with 17 interaction designers and computer scientists participating in the
workshop activities.
As part of the two-day workshop, we ran a session focused
on exploring biosensing. Similar to work conducted in previous stages, we aimed at enabling participants to deepen their
somatic awareness with the help of biodata, focusing on firstperson experiences, and potentially spurring creativity for use
cases in the context of balance. Participants were divided into
four groups focusing on different scenarios around balance,
and were given different biosensing technologies. Similarly
to the second stage, in each group, each person took turns
in the role of the person wearing a sensor, while the others
took the role of the observers. Building on the learnings from
the previous stages, the person wearing the sensor was asked
not to look at the screen depicting real-time biodata graphs.
Instead, the others in the team were asked to watch the screen
and to engage the wearer in balancing acts. In this way, the
wearer could engage in feeling aspects of the balancing activity without being distracted by the graphical representation of
biodata on a screen.

As we explored alternatives to move away from screen-based
representations of biodata, following learnings from the previous stage, we had designed a coupling that mapped muscle
contractions as measured by EMG, to sound outputs. Because
it was generating sound, the EMG-signal could simultaneously be experienced by all participants – including the wearer.
This very simple interaction spurred the kinds of designerly
explorations of sensing that we had been seeking.
Stage 4: Couplings of Sensing and Actuation

In our final stage, we focused on exploring the potential of
crafting artifacts that couple sensing and actuation, enabling
collective felt experiences of biosensing as this had been successful in the third stage. In collaboration with [anonymous],
we organised a design workshop with 16 participants from
interdisciplinary backgrounds ranging from interaction design,
clinical psychology, and computer science around the theme
of “synchrony”. Synchrony can be broadly defined as a spontaneous synchronisation of a range of neural, physiological
and behavioural responses when people interact particularly
through e.g. synchronised bodily movement [24]. As in previous stages, we followed a soma design methodology and
included a session for biodata exploration. Participants were
divided into four groups, each group exploring synchrony
with different biosensors, e.g. through movement, breathing,
emotional states, or mindfulness states.
Here we focus on two particular couplings that were designed
in this stage and were brought to the workshop: 1) an artifact
that couples EDA data from one participant with temperature
change actuation felt by another participant, and 2) an artifact
that couples acceleration data from two participants mapped
to changes in a soundscape. Both were built specifically to
expose biodata qualities in the context of synchrony.
RESULTS: FROM BIODATA TO SOMADATA

As we hinted above, the coupling of EMG to sound in the
third stage of our work, and the couplings introduced in the
fourth stage of our work, led to successful design processes.
But what qualifies as ‘successful’? To us, it was important
that any design ideas arising in the workshops would be firmly
grounded in, firstly, what the biodata technology affords and
can realistically measure with some validity. Furthermore,
that there would be a clear link between the experience of
the somadata to a design idea. But perhaps more importantly,
that the design ideas would be true ‘discoveries’ of novel
experiences and interactions – not documented before – firmly
grounded in the realities of our somatic experiences. Below we
introduce three such discoveries that emerged when workshop
participants experienced and played with somadata.
Balance Premonition

Electromyography (EMG) measures electrical currents generated in muscles during their contraction [32]. An EMG
signal can be characterised as a rapidly oscillating signal with
varying positive and negative amplitude, where the absolute
value of the amplitude represents the amount of contraction
in the muscle. Estimating muscle contractions by observing
an EMG graph is difficult as the differences in amplitude can
be quite subtle. As mentioned above, during the third stage

Figure 2. Images from our workshops where participants share and discuss their first-person experiences of trying the couplings (From left to right):
a) Reflecting on “Sounds of Synchronous Movements” coupling, b) Exploring the “Balance Premonition” coupling while balancing on the rod, and c)
Experiencing the warm and cold sensations of the “Breeze Around Your Neck” coupling

of our work we designed a coupling to expose how muscle
contraction works and make it available for designers to work
with. We will now detail some of our design decisions behind
making this coupling. First, sound as an output can be used
to represent subtle variations in biodata, as it relies on the
high fidelity of the auditory human perception system [14].
We mapped the EMG signal to sound in three steps: first, we
took the absolute value of the signal – a full-wave rectification;
second, we smoothed it with a low-pass filter to remove some
of the oscillation; finally, the smoothed signal was mapped to
the pitch of a sine wave generator. The higher the measured
muscle contraction the higher the pitch the generator produces,
and vice versa (see Figure 3a).
At the workshop focused on balance (see Stage 3), where we
brought this coupling, participants first tested the EMG sensor when connected to a biodata visualisation software. The
sensor consisted of three electrodes attached to a muscle on
the participant’s lower leg that acquired the EMG signal and
represented it as a graph. With this setup we explored how
several muscles in this area of the body would contract while
performing activities like walking and balancing on a balancing rod (Figure 2b) emulating a tightrope. The participant
wearing the biosensor was balancing on the rod, while other
workshop participants observed the screen showing the realtime generated graph of the registered signal. After testing this
setup for a while, one particular muscle seemed to indicate
when one was about to lose balance and fall off the rod. The
ones watching the visualisations on the screen could sort of
predict that moment and they would say loud: “And now you
will soon fall off!”, right as he was falling.
As a follow-up exploration in this particular setting, we tested
the EMG to sound coupling that we have had to the workshop.
For the person balancing, the coupling between EMG biodata
and sound was a central part of this dynamically unfolding
balancing experience. As one participant put it:“Compared to
the screen visualisations that were disconnecting the perception of my leg while balancing, since the data were viewed and
interpreted by others for me, the audio output allowed me to

perceive what the biosensor was measuring on my body, while
also being able to focus on the balancing act.”.
Additionally, the change in frequency made the nuances of the
muscle contraction very apparent and allowed the whole team
to share and experience the balancing act while watching and
following the movements of the person trying to balance on
the rod. Instead of dividing their attention between watching a
screen and interpreting the movements of the balancer, there
was a shift from the pure observation and output of discrete
data to a shared first-person experience of balancing. As articulated in a first-person account from one of the participants:
“While balancing on the rod , everybody could hear the changes
of my contracting leg muscle. This changed the perception of
my balancing act. I could focus much more on this muscle and
link it to the balancing as I could experience its movement in
real time”.
The ‘discovery’ here is not only which muscle we could use
to predict losing balance, but also how we could use sound
in an interaction to let wearers get a different, more nuanced,
experience of their own balance – right before falling off – a
premonition of sorts. This experience of “knowing-beforefalling-off” is a new somaesthetic experience that involves a
deepened understanding of your own body. This was a novel
experience for us, which we could not have known before
the workshop. The coupling itself did not make the person
balancing to perform better. But it made them more aware
on how the body is involved and participates in the act of
balancing, and also going off-balance, as they could “hear”
(and in turn “feel”) the actual balancing act through their
biodata in a tacit, less interpretive way compared to screen
visualisations. Finally, the sound enabled a shared experience
of one’s first-person account of their own body, as the whole
group could participate in the act of balancing and falling. The
discovery around the Balance Premonition coupling became an
important stepping-stone in our understanding and articulation
of couplings as somadata.

Figure 3. Diagrams of the three somadata couplings. (From left to right): a) “Balance Premonition” couples electromyography (EMG) biodata with
sonic output, b) “A Breeze Around Your Neck” couples electrodermal activity (EDA) biodata with temperature, and 3) “Sounds of Synchronous
Movements” couples acceleration data (ACC) with sound.

A Breeze Around Your Neck

Electrodermal activity (EDA) is linked to physiological arousal
resulting from activity in the sympathetic nervous system. It
is often considered a difficult biosignal to work with [37],
as changes responding to skin conductance can happen due
to many different reasons, including strong positive emotion,
strong negative emotion, as well as increased physical activity.
Following up on our previous work on material representations
of EDA mapped to thermochromic displays [Anonymous], we
found that mapping EDA to haptic output, and particularly
heat, can create evocative sensations on the skin. Heat is
known to be quite an intimate modality [22], which has been
used to relieve pain, relax muscles, or to raise or lower the
overall body temperature [50].
To explore the combination of EDA and heat we designed
a coupling that mapped the rapidly occurring fluctuations,
known as skin conductance responses (SCR), to heat feedback.
We integrated four 20 x 20 mm Peltier elements in a woolen
scarf, which was connected to the SCR signal. Peltier elements
are small modules explored previously for providing temperature feedback [60, 54]. They were driven by an Arduino and
were actuated by the SCR signal, using a filter to smooth out
the noise present in the signal. With a sampling frequency of
20 samples/second, we collected five seconds worth of SCR
data and fed it into a peak detection algorithm. Depending on
the size of the peak, one, two, three or four Peltier elements
would turn on. The higher the peak, the more elements would
turn on, one by one over time. Through this mechanism, a
sensation of heat moving from one place to the next could be
achieved, representing an increasing arousal level. The reason
for choosing this mapping was to communicate to the wearer
the level or intensity of arousal, as existing research highlights
the importance of biosensory interfaces to express multiple
levels of affective states, supporting people to understand and
interpret their biodata [54].
At the workshop, where we brought this coupling (see Stage
4 above), when wearing and experiencing the scarf (Figures
2c, 3b), we found that it was hard to detect a wave of heat
going around the neck. This was because the material of
the scarf (wool) was too warm to allow for perceiving subtle
and moving temperature changes. However, Peltier elements
are interesting in that they get warm on one side, but on the

other, they simultaneously get cold. Thus, participants started
experimenting with turning the elements around to get a cold
wave. The cold sensation was perceived by the wearers much
more clearly and was found to be more pleasant than the warm
one.
While experiencing the properties of heat and cold in relation
to the registered SCR biodata, we asked ourselves: “What
if cold patterns could simultaneously convey the decay of an
EDA signal and a perceivable pleasant temperature dissipating on the skin?”. By discussing the felt experience of biodata,
in the form of heat (and cold)-based actuation, participants
used the cold sensation to further explore and challenge the
data registered from the EDA. Through this coupling we reflected on the fact that SCR are not only about how the signal
rises to show arousal levels but also how it fades out and how
we can relate it to the dynamics of heat dissipation. That
insight finally allowed us to think how we could in turn appropriate heat changes not only to show arousal but also to
create interactions that can soothe users. Based on this understanding, participants tried turning only every second Peltier
element around, creating a combination of cold and warm
areas that could be felt on the skin of the wearer. Triggered
by the SCR signal, some Peltier elements would warm up
the fabric and others would yield a cooling pattern in order
to create a distinct, discernible and somewhat “pointed” experience of a cooling sensation. Although the sensation of
temperature is generally subjective, everyone who tried the
scarf found the cold sensation to be pleasant. As described
by participants: “the cold effect feels mild and pleasant”, “it
feels like it’s a breeze and it soothes”, “. . . kind of stroking
you”. The sensation of the pleasant “breeze” around the neck,
instead of being a cold wave, was a distinct movement of
temperature changes felt around the neck, and created by the
person’s arousal levels.
Our ‘discovery’ here emerged from the observation that it
was difficult to communicate consecutive arousal peaks with
temperature, as time is required to spread the changes from
previous arousal levels. However, once participants were sensitised, they appropriated the coupling and tweaked it to make
us realise that heat and cold sensations could be combined in
order to convey a felt and aesthetically evocative experience

of arousal biodata dissipating, opening up the design space of
designing with EDA in novel and unexpected ways.
Sounds of Synchronous Movements

An accelerometer (ACC) is a device capable of tracking how
speed evolves in a given direction axis. Uniaxial ACCs are
able to detect acceleration in one direction (e.g. only vertically, laterally, or forward and backwards). For the workshop
focused on the topic of synchrony (see Stage 4 above), we
designed a coupling in a form of two artifacts (Figure 3c) that
were meant to be hand-held by different people, each hosting a
uniaxial ACC. They were linked to the BITalino [5] biosignal
acquisition platform and a simple algorithm that processed
and mapped acceleration differences between the two ACC
artifacts to pitch modulation.
The coupling, inspired by the topic of synchrony, was made to
show differences in movement between the two artifacts. The
acceleration differences between the measured movements
were mapped to a MIDI sound generation system, creating
a chord with a pitch modified in accordance to the level of
synchronisation between movements. During the designing
of this coupling we were inspired by the range of possibilities
that audio feedback could offer, such as changes in harmony,
speed, volume or pitch, and how those could be mapped to
performed movements. Like for the EMG coupling described
earlier, we chose pitch since during our design process we
found it the best to represent perceptible small changes in the
signal.
During the workshop, participants freely explored choreographies through synchronised and unsynchronised movements,
sensitising themselves to the possibilities and limitations of
using ACC data through the coupling. Some participants were
able to carry out a joint, synchronous experience, exploring
communication – sometimes without keeping eye-contact or
talking at all, only driven by the felt experience of synchronising their movements that were in turn translated into sound.
Some participants even felt prompted to challenge the coupling vis-à-vis their felt experience and creatively “hacked”
the artifacts, creating novel somaesthetic experiences that felt
most evocative, playful, or meaningful to them. These hacks
are important as they created design opportunities that we did
not foresee before the workshop. Among other materials we
brought to the workshop, there was a collection of soft threedimensional shapes made of foam and textile, equipped with
pockets for sensors or actuators to be placed inside the shapes
and experienced at different parts of the body [Anonymous].
Two participants picked one such shape and inserted the ACC
biosensor inside. The combination of the sound coupling
and the soft textile shape allowed them to play with different
weights and placements of the biosensor on the body – limbs,
on top of the head, or even as a tail, resonating with previous
HCI design work [49]. They found that different shapes and
placements on the body completely changed their synchronous
experience, embracing the sensor as an extension of the body.
As part of this exploratory and playful context of experiencing
the coupling, an interesting design discovery emerged. The
interaction experienced through sound, which changed according to the movements that participants creatively performed

together, mediated non-verbal body communication that defied the topic of the workshop, and made participants think
beyond synchrony. As articulated by one of the participant
designers: “The audio actuation that was meant to hint and
hold two participants together, evolves to be the means of communication between them, mediating a non-verbal dialogue
that leads to choreographies”.
The audio feedback was first successful in revealing synchronybased interactions that foregrounded how bodies move in relation to others, as opposed to visualisation on a display that
requires eye contact and thus can compromise moving freely
in space. But the ‘discovery’ here was that the coupling of
acceleration differences to sound modification successfully engaged participants in sharing and communicating movements
in a way we could not have thought of, leading them to the
creation of novel ways of moving together. The somadata
coupling took us out of the “habitual” way of looking at ACC
data and the original design context of synchrony, prompting
a shared multiuser understanding beyond the attention on a
single participant’s soma movement.
DISCUSSION

As we have shown, turning biodata into a ‘material’ – into
somadata – allowed designers to come up with somaticallygrounded design discoveries. But coming back to the complexities of what sensors really measure and how that in turn
relates to our somatic, often quite complex, realities, we might
wonder what the possibilities and limitations of this approach
are? We know that, in general, the ways that data is collected,
aggregated, and presented always enables certain possibilities
for action and constrains others, making some things visible
and others invisible. For example, standardised representations based on graphs and timelines privilege comparison and
standardisation, useful for scientific analysis. Alternative representations could encourage reflection on the cyclical passage
of time [55], encourage sensemaking through hand-drawing
[44], or encourage storytelling [15]. With somadata, rather
than prescribing a particular way of collecting, aggregating
and presenting data, we point at specific aspects that we found
important when making biodata available as a material that
can firstly be experienced, and then used to design with.
First, somadata is designed to spur first-person, felt, explorations. Similar to previous research in the domain of
biosensing-enhanced emotional technologies [20, 53], an ongoing challenge for our explorations was how biosensing can
be translated into and experienced through more than one of
our senses. We wanted to experience biosensing in a tangible
and somatic sense, instead of having to interpret it through an
external, distant representation such as through a screen graph.
By carefully coupling biodata to haptic and sonic actuators,
we expose properties of muscle contractions, skin conductance
and synchronised movement and make these available to be
felt and played with. For example, with the somadata coupling
presented in the “Balance premonition” section, the nuances
of muscle contractions when walking on a balancing rod can
be experienced while the balancer wholly concentrates on balancing, gaining a new understanding of how to balance and
how EMG could be used to enrich the experience.

Second, somadata emphasises collaboration and participation,
allowing for the emergence of interactions grounded on group
design sessions. Making biodata available as a design material
goes beyond a single first-person somatic experience towards
shared first-person experiences. The act of designing somadata
artifacts is also helpful for articulating and communicating
to one another how the very particular properties of digital
materials can be exposed to surface their unique qualities. This
is in line with what Höök [18] refers to as the sociodigital material for designing interactive technologies. By sociodigital
materials she refers to the combination of the digital materials
and our social and living bodies that we design with and for –
also changing in and through the interactions we perform. For
example, in a somadata coupling that translates EDA patterns
into heat felt on the skin, like the one we presented here, the
inherent time dynamics in the chosen heating material open
the possibility of playing with gradual heating sensations travelling on the skin, making the electrodermal information into
something soft and sensuous. And ultimately also potentially
making us more aware of our arousal – its shape and form –
perhaps even altering the way we react. Such a perspective
of designing with sensed and actuated data in relation to bodies and sociodigital materials is what the concept somadata
communicates.
Finally, we are not claiming that our approach will work for
every design process involving biosensors. Couplings are
particular ways of representing biodata, narrowed down to particularly settings and showing particular qualities and features
of biodata. By designing couplings in one way, we are precluding many other possible ways of engaging and experiencing
with biodata. We are also not claiming that every feature of
every type of biosensor would be possible to represent in a
tangible felt way. Some biodata features may represent very
long-term trends that would challenge the real-time experimentation with biodata that we privileged in our process within
soma design workshops. Additionally, some types of biodata
may be very intimate [17, 46] and require special care when
sharing within a design team. Furthermore, we limited ourselves to one-to-one couplings. In the future we might want to
explore multiple sensory inputs to multiple actuation outputs.
We discuss some of this future work below.
Making (Soma)data Available to Design

Looking back at the overall approach we followed for exploring this research space, we note two main components. The
first one is the importance of sensitisation methods, aimed at
increasing one’s ability to feel and articulate different bodily sensations and properties of materials. Sensitising methods were present in each workshop and research exploration,
through body scans, Feldenkrais or A-Lab sessions. A second
component of our approach was that, before each workshop,
a substantial amount of preparations took place, focused on
the respective workshop topic (e.g. balance or synchrony),
and design explorations of biodata qualities and possibilities
of actuation. Preparing somadata couplings was important
for exploring and exposing biodata properties, which would
then be brought to the workshop to be further explored by
the workshop participants. Data from biosensors, rather than
being “raw”, becomes in fact a carefully crafted sociodigital

material, readily to be experienced and molded by workshop
participants. This of course requires that the we are able to
prepare the most relevant somadata for a particular design
challenge. As in any design process, the materials provided
will delimit the design space at the same time as it is exactly
in this delimitation that creativity can flow.
Reflecting on future directions of making somadata couplings
more available and malleable to design with, we are already
taking steps towards making a platform that would allow designers to change and adapt them “on the fly”, based on the
needs of the workshop participants and the new discoveries
that might happen during a workshop. In an example from our
own ongoing work, we are currently attempting at exploring
the potential of EMG as a design material for opera singers,
allowing them to explore how different muscles involved in
singing, as well as breathing while singing, can be used as
input for designing new types of multimedia performances.
For this setting, it would be desirable, from the designer’s perspective, to have direct access to ways of shaping and coupling
not only EMG but also EDA and ACC data to different types
of output modalities such as sounds, light or shape-changing
materials. Such a platform could include the integration of
visual programming interfaces, providing the possibility to
run signal processing code snippets to assist the design of couplings. In shaping somadata and when sensitising ourselves
to the qualities of each coupling, we note that it is important
to shift the focus away from the constraints posed by technology, and instead highlight possibilities revealed by each
coupling and how can they contribute to the crafting of novel
somaesthetic experiences.
From Couplings to Crafting Interactive Experiences

The exploration of biosensing in the form of couplings between biodata and actuation on the body encouraged reflections with regard to different paths for designing orchestrated
and elaborately crafted interactive experiences. In order to
properly expose and experiment with what the dynamic unfoldings of the coupled biodata might bring over time, we need
to develop a way to dynamically orchestrate the interactions
with a particular coupling over time. The term orchestration
here refers to the process of crafting the links with the different
mappings between a chosen sensor and a chosen actuator, for
registering and translating a particular event or movement.
Therefore, apart from exposing the material properties of
biosensors in order to explore and design with these, somadata
couplings also suggest paths towards possible final designs.
Couplings should not be considered as quick mappings between a chosen input and output modality. To let us, designers,
imagine how they might be used in a final design, the mappings need to be carefully chosen to fit with the aims of the
design and the qualities of biodata, as well as letting us imagine how, for example, long-term engagement might evolve and
develop, beyond the first encounter. Our successful couplings
are the result of deliberate choices vis-à-vis the aim of the
design workshop where they were brought, alongside training
our somaesthetic appreciation, our attention to the body senses,
and our willingness to engage with the biosensory material.
But at the same time, the examples of somadata presented

here would need further development and fine tuning of their
orchestration between sensing and actuating in order to render
a truly somaesthetic experience, for a specific design context.
Additionally, we observed that having sensing-actuation couplings can expand the possibilities of designing for interesting
and evocative somaesthetic experiences, to also explore the
potential of designing evocative and engaging interactions
with the technology itself. For example, in thinking how to
design the coupling that maps EDA to heat experienced on the
neck, and how the orchestration would evolve over time, we
realised that actuation sequences extend the perception of the
intended body characteristics. The inherent time dynamics in
the chosen heating material trigger our imagination to a spectrum of interactions that expand to an implicit level, beyond
a one-to-one mapping, and which would be welcomed. Such
implicit interactions enabled through this coupling could, for
example, exploit the unexplored potential of our skin to sense
thermal gradients, and turn information inputs sensuous.
From First-person Accounts to Shared Experiences

Design is often a collaborative activity. During our workshops
which unfolded in collaborative design settings, we experienced that, to this “social” aspect the couplings can firstly
contribute with creating empathy and understanding for other
bodies, beyond your own. This can lead to further understanding and appreciating your own body as well– its limitations
and possibilities. By empathy we do not mean to empathise
with vulnerable user groups by engaging in empathising activities as part of a research process, which has been recently
critiqued by Bennett and Rosner [4]. On the contrary, we agree
with their perspective, and assert that empathy for others can
arise by engaging with other bodies actively, instead of observing or studying those from a distance, building on their idea of
creating partnerships. Couplings of sensing and actuation can
be used for exploring this path towards empathy grounded in
and through one’s actual body and somadata, which is something that we have already started to explore and study further
in the context of depression and anxiety [Anonymous]. In our
soma design workshops we purposely engaged in group design exercises and bodily activities, bringing together several
first-person voices to compensate for the single first-person
limitations already noted in [19]. Somaesthetics and soma
design already acknowledge that bodies are different, and diversity must be embraced to give a truthful account of what a
design result is [18]. And this is one reason why soma design
proved to be a suitable method to explore biosensing, as it
opened our design space to account for a more holistic understanding of sensing, in addition to making sense of bodily
data.
Additionally, we believe that the component of shared experiences enabled by somadata couplings emerges in the presence
of certain technology links, such as coupling synchronous
movements, through ACC biosensors, to a soundscape, and
that these are key in discovering new shared experiences. Although the design goals in our examples shown above were
built upon relatively simple interactions between few people,
they inspired us to further research the potential of shared interactive experiences, mediated through designed couplings. The

explorations we conducted and the couplings we developed
and tested provided a fruitful ground to probe what sharing
adds to the somadata. With a coupling having a concurrent
impact on more than a single person, one can gain a broader
perspective on how collaborative and shared interactions can
be crafted when leveraging biodata as somadata. Specifically,
how biodata can make sense and be experienced in a tangible
form not only by a single person, or by the person whose
data are registered through a sensor, but also in contexts of
communicating and sharing experiences, as for example, one
person feeling another person’s arousal as a cooling pattern on
their neck.
CONCLUSION

Through a range of soma design-inspired workshops we explored how to surface interesting qualities in biodata in order
to spur designerly imaginations. The most fruitful exlorations
came from engaging with what we frame as somadata – that is
turning the abstract biodata into a ‘tangible’ form by coupling
it to sensuous actuation, enabling first-person, felt encounters. We also found that once the somadata became present in
the room, attainable for exploration, collaborative meaningmaking processes around experiencing and designing with
biodata arose. We presented three somadata materials: 1)
electromyography turned into sound, 2) electrodermal activity turned into temperature and 3) acceleration data turned
into soundscape modulation. All three led to interesting design discoveries firmly grounded in the realities of our somatic experiences, through supporting shared experiences and
meaning-making processes in the design team and, through
showing us a path towards crafting interactive somaesthetic
experiences with technologies that take into account our whole
somas.
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